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ABSTRACT

In this era, a lot of advancement in technology and websites already created to help people in their life. EZ Online Printing Services (EZOPS) is developed for the students in University Malaysia Pahang (UMP). Not just that, it is also can be use by the staffs and worker of University Malaysia Pahang (UMP). In the meantime, the printing shops still using the old system which student needs to queue and wait for a long time in the shops but not now. This will cause the printing shop to be crowded especially in the peak hour. Besides, they only needs to send their documents through the system and wait for it to be printed. As the result, students can use their time to studies or even hanging out with their friends doing outdoor activities. The result is important to achieve the objectives of the project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

EZ Online Printing Services is founded for a purpose to help the students of UMP especially who cannot afford to have their own printer to print their documents by using an online system. Based on the observations that have been done, a few problems are identified which need to be addressed.

Lack of printing shop can contribute to many problems especially when it involves students in university. Students will have to spend much time for just queuing which is not efficient since they can use that time to do something else. Virus spreading on their hardware such as pen drive and hard disk can be said as a common problem faced by the students when they go to print at the printing shop. All their documents are exposed to harmful viruses that can make the hardware become corrupted. Students especially fresh intake who do not own a transport also have their own problem. They have to walk far just to print their documents and went back to their hostel. If that was a public holiday and all these printing shop are closed, they have to find a public transport or rent a car to go outside UMP to print their documents. This will cost them more money to spend on.
Therefore, by developing this online printing service system, it may help to solve the highlighted problems. This online system will be based in UMP in order to saves time to deliver the document to the students after their documents have been printed. This system will be able to solve the queuing problems by not having to queuing physically since the students already in queue after sending their documents into the systems. Massive virus spread through hardware also can be avoided. This system will also be able to solve students problems who cannot afford to have their own transport by just submitting their documents into the system and wait to be printed.


1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are only a few of shops in UMP that provides printing services, which is good for students who cannot afford to buy their own printer. However, there are some problems with these printing shops.

Problems with the printing shops in UMP are they do not have enough PC or laptop even though there are several shops provide this printing services. Students of UMP have to spend a long time to queue up at the shop just to take their turn to use the computer and print. Sometimes they also have to spent longer time just for queuing especially at peak time such as in the afternoon and also when all students have the same due date to submit their assignment. All those time that use for queuing can be used by them to do other matters. These computers also sometimes do have problem which is not functioning while someone using it. This will cause the user have to wait again until the owner fix it. By using EZ Online Printing Services, they already make an ‘online queuing’ by send their documents into the website. So, they only need to wait for their document to be printed and can use their free time to do other tasks or activities rather than standing and queuing at a printing shop.

Too much usage with the computer also can cause virus or malware spreading through hardware and software. Especially the student’s pen drive or hard disk that can easily exposed to the danger of the virus. Some of the virus are very harmful to their hardware and documents that if not be well secured and protected, can cause the documents exposed to be corrupted and their pen drive cannot be use again. When the students went back to their own PCs and laptops to use the pen drive, their computer will be effected by the viruses. Most of the students also do not know the proper way to delete those viruses and most of them also only use trial antivirus that only have limited functions compared to original one. Those PCs at the printing shop also are not scheduled to maintain and scanned for viruses. Due to limited number of staff, the owner of the shop was unable to do the
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